TOOLS THROUGH TIME
LOAN BOX

This loan box contains a variety of tools which celebrate Sheffield’s history as a
world centre for tool making. Through a series of short, hands-on, activities
and discussion it will enable pupils to learn knowledge and skills in the
following subject areas:
 Literacy – Speaking and Listening
 Historical Enquiry – Using different types of evidence, Chronology
 Historical Knowledge – Local history – Sheffield, a world centre for tool
making and industry
 Scientific Enquiry Skills – Sorting and classifying
 Scientific Knowledge – Materials and Forces
It has been developed for use with small groups of pupils of all abilities and
learning needs, and in particular those with special needs. The activities can
act as a springboard for further History and Science study, work in other
curriculum areas, or be part of a themed cross-curricular study.

The box contains:
 14 tools with factual information cards for each
 Photographs of each tool from a variety of angles
 Name cards for each tool
 Activity cards
 Photographs and task cards for specific activities
 Ideas for follow-up activities plus background information
 Risk assessment for activities
All the tools are original and some more than a hundred years old. They can,
however, all be handled with care and removable guards are supplied to cover
sharp edges/points where necessary.
We would like to thank the following schools and groups for their help in
developing and piloting the box:
 Hearing Impairment Unit, Hollow Meadows Primary School, Sheffield
 Bents Green Secondary School, Sheffield
 Grace Owen Nursery School, Sheffield
 ABC Autistic Youth Group, Leeds

The box can be hired for a two-week period or used as part of a
visit to Kelham Island Museum.
For information and bookings please contact Education at Kelham
Island Museum, e-mail: education@simt.co.uk., tel: 0114 –
2010613.
To learn more about the Hawley Collection see our website:
www.hawleytoolcollection.com

